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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. The ncclient Python script is captured from the ncclient import manager. Which configuration on the



Cisco IOS XE device is the script used to enable? 

A. router ospf 100 router-id 1.1.1.1 network 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 

B. router ospf 100 network 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 

C. router ospf 100 router-id 10.1.1.0 network 1.1.1.1 0.0.0.3 area 0 

D. router ospf 100 router-id 1.1.1.1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. What is the effect of the script on the device? 

A. All interfaces except GigabitEthernet2 are reset to their default configurations. 

B. It replaces the entire configuration for GigabitEthernet2 on the device using RESTCONF. 

C. It merges the new configuration with the existing configuration on the device using RESTCONF. 



D. It compares the configuration to the device. If it matches, the device sends back an HTTP 204 status code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two fundamental design constraints of a RESTful API? (Choose two.) 

A. It includes a series of interactions to the API that are dependent on one another. 

B. It is dependent on the communication protocol being HTTP. 

C. It exposes procedures or functions for a client call. 

D. Each interaction is independent from all others on the server side. 

E. It is a client-server communication model where the client and the server are independent of one another. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 4

What are two advantages of using Python virtual environments? (Choose two.) 

A. They allow for multiple Python projects to use different versions of the same dependency without conflict. 

B. They allow multiple Python applications to share virtual memory between subprocesses. 

C. They allow for isolated environments where each can use a different version of Python. 

D. They allow for all Python projects to utilize the same set of shared dependencies. 

E. They allow for multiple virtual machines to share a single Python environment. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

An engineer must change from using NETCONF for streaming telemetry to telemetry data using gRPC framework
because NETCONF uses XML for message and payload encoding. Which two messages and payload encodings does
gNMI use? (Choose two.) 

A. gNMI notifications with XML 

B. protobuf notifications with XML 

C. protobuf payload 

D. JSON payload 

E. gNMI notifications with JSON 



Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://books.google.com/books?id=4AqXDwAAQBAJandpg=PT131andlpg=PT131anddq=messages+and+p
ayload+encodings+does+gNMI +useandsource=blandots=81hpFjIZ_9andsig=ACfU3U1EAEwjRMBnCiHNESBwFLHvZ
DHkBwandhl=enandsa=Xandved=2ahUKEwjirNeZptfpAhXDoFsKHeqMBFsQ6AEwBHoECAsQAQ#v=onepageandq=m
essages%20and%20payload%20encodings% 20does%20gNMI%20useandf=false 

 

QUESTION 6

A Cisco NSO service has just been deployed. Which Cisco NSO CLI command is used to inspect the resulting device
configuration changes before the changes are pushed to the network? 

A. show service impact 

B. commit dry-run outformat native 

C. pseudo-commit 

D. show dry-run output 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement describes the Cisco ESC core engine component? 

A. It interacts with the top orchestration layer using the REST and NETCONF/YANG NB APIs. 

B. It can be configured for high availability and cluster mode. 

C. It performs monitoring based on several monitoring methods. 

D. It manages transactions, validations, policies, workflows, VM state machines, and rollbacks. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two operations must be used to allow a network engineer to use NETCONF to configure and manage networking
devices? (Choose two.) 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

E.  



Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

An engineer just completed the installation of Cisco NSO and all of its components. During testing, some of the services
are not working properly. To resolve the issue, the engineer started undeploying service instances. What can this
cause? 

A. It removes the service configuration from the network device only. 

B. It removes the service configuration from the network and NSO. 

C. It removes the service configuration from NSO only. 

D. It runs the service code again when the device is out of sync. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

You create a simple service package skeleton in Cisco NSO using ncs-make-package ?ervice-skeleton template vlan.
Which two steps must be performed to complete the service? (Choose two.) 

A. Create the VLAN service template in XML. 

B. Modify the VLAN FastMap algorithm. 

C. Start the VLAN Python VM. 

D. Create the VLAN service model in YANG. 

E. Compile the VLAN NED. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. An automation engineer has created a RESTCONF POST to configure network devices. Which two
tasks are accomplished when the code is executed? (Choose two.) 

A. If the specified configuration is already in the running configuration, the command is replaced by this request. 

B. If the specified configuration is already in the running configuration, the command is not replaced by this request. 



C. If the specified configuration is already executed in the running configuration, the command is merged with this
request. 

D. If the specified configuration is already in the running configuration, the command updates this request. 

E. If the specified configuration is not on the device, the POST request creates it. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 12

What tool is used to perform a "what if" failure analysis in a service provider network that is running Segment Routing? 

A. Cisco WAN Automation Engine 

B. Cisco Evolved Programmable Network Manager 

C. Cisco Network Services Orchestrator 

D. Cisco Segment Routing Path Computation Element 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/routers/wan-automation-engine/index.html 
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